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110201  Business Administration（工商管理专业） 

Training Purpose of Specialty：This Major will arm students with knowledge in 
management, economics and business management and will foster business and 
administrative talents who can take jobs in administration, teaching and research in 
enterprises and government. 

Training Requirement of Specialty：Students enrolled in this Major will study basic 
theories and principles in management and economics and receive trainings on managerial 
methods as well as techniques. Students will be equipped with abilities in analyzing and 
solving problems concerning business management: 

1. Master basic principles in management and economics, basic theories and knowledge 
in modern business management. 

2. Master quantitative and qualitative methods in business management. 

3. Familiar with China’s principles, policies, laws and regulations regarding business 
management. 

4. Understand theoretical frontiers and development of this subject and have the ability 
to conduct scientific research as well as the ability to apply theories into practice. 

5. with skills of entrepreneurship and being creative 

Graduation Standard：The students of this Major should obtain 169 credits at least, 
among them, theoretical courses 124 credits, practical teaching parts 24 credits, specialized 
optional courses 11 credits, optional courses of general education 10 credits at least. 

Key Subject：Business Management 

Main Courses：Management, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, ERP Information 
System, Statistics, Accounting, Financial Management, Marketing, Economic Law, 
Operations Management Human Resource Management, Enterprise Strategic Management. 

Schooling：Quadrennial 

Awarding Degree：Bachelor of Business Management 
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工商管理专业人才培养方案指导性计划进程表（一）
Curriculum Of The Major For Business Administration（1）

Curricullum 
Platform

Curriculum 
Feature

Course 
Number Course Name Credit

Hours
Semester

Theory Practice

Foundamental 
Curriculum 

Platform

Humanities 
and Social 
Sciences

0913123 Ideological and moral cultivation and legal basic 3 32 16 1

0913129 Outline of Chinese Modern History 2 28 4 2

0913111 Introduction to basic principle of marxism 3 32 16 3

09131(27-28)
Introduction to Mao Zedong Thought and Socialist Theoretical 

System with Chinese Characteristics 6 56 40 5-6

09131(36-39) Situation and policy 2 32 2-5

09120(01-04) College English 14 224  1-4

0916102 military theory 1 36  2

09160(01-04) physical culture 4  128 1-4

0909101 International Economics A 3 48 3

0909201 Accounting 4 56 8 3

0909209 Management A 3 48 2

0909301 Principles of Money and Banking 2.5 40 2

0909401 Microeconomics 2.5 40 1

0909402 Macroeconomics 2.5 40 2

Sub-total Credits 52.5

Natural 
Science and 
Technology

09110(03-04) Calculus B 8 124 1-2

0911007 Linear Algebra and Analytic Geometry B 4 58 6 1

0911008 Probability and Statistics 4 64 2

0906001 Fundamentals of College Computer  A 1 16 1

0906011 Programming Foundation (C language) 3 32 16 2

0909202 Statistics 2.5 32 8 3

0909601 Operations Research 4 58 6 3

0909602 Econometrics 2.5 32 8 3

0909606 Database Technology & Applications 3 32 16 3

Sub-total Credits 32

Practice
0916101 Military Training 3  3weeks 1

0917101 Engineering Knowledge 1  1week 2

Sub-total Credits 4

professional 
education 0909001 Specialty Introduction 2 32 1

Sub-total Credits 2

Optional Courses for General Education 10 10 credits at least

Total 100.5
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工商管理专业人才培养方案指导性计划进程表（二）
Curriculum Of The Major For Business Administration（2）

Curricullum 
Platform

Curriculum 
Feature

Course 
Number Course Name Credit

Hours
Semester

Theory Practice

Specialized 
Curriculum 

Platform

Specialized 
Foundamental 

Courses

0909203 Economic Laws 3 48 4

0909207 Forecasting and Decision 3 40 8 4

0909212 Human Resource Management 3.5 48 8 4

0909211 Operations Management 3 48 4

Specialized 
Key Courses

0909219 Financial Accounting 3 40 8 4

0909204 National Defense Industry Enterprise Management 3 48 4

0909218 Marketing A 3 40 8 5

0909213 Enterprise Strategic Management 2 32 5

0909210 Financial Management 3 48 5

0909205 ERP Information System 4 40 24 6

0909206 Organizational Behavior 2 32 6

0909214 Management of technological Innovation 2 32 7

0909216 New Products Development and Management 3 48 7

Specialized 
Practice

0909229 Course Design 4 4weeks 7

0909231 Graduation Practice 6 6weeks 8

0909228 Graduation Thesis 10 10weeks 8

Optional Courses 11 11 credits at least

Sub-total Credits 68.5

Total 169
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工商管理专业选修课设置一览表
Opitional Courses of the Major of Business Administration

Curriculum 
Feature

Course 
Number Course Name Credit

Hours
Semester

Theory Practice

Specialized 
Optional 
Courses

0909208 Technology and Engineering Economics A 2 32 5

0909220 Corporate Image Planning 2 32 5

0909227 Business training 2 14 18 5

0909215 Quality Management 2 32 6

0909224 Specialized English Reading 3 48 6

0909217 Cost Accounting 3 36 12 6

0909223 Project management 2 32 6

0909226 Basics of Creating Enterprise 2 32 6

0909222 Management Communication 2 26 6 6

0909225 Logistics 2 32 7

0909620 Client Relationship Management 3 32 16 7

0909604 Network-Enterprise Management 2 32 7

0909608 Network Marketing 2.5 28 12 5

Sub-total credits 27.5
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Course Engineering Knowledge 

Course No. 0917101 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 1week Total Credits 1 

Brief Introduction to Course 

This course is opened to all freshmen with the “distributed teaching” form. The course 
aims to popularize basic engineering knowledge and concepts and arouse students’ interest 
and curiosity. The course includes several units, such as mechanical structure, control 
technology, manufacturing technology, engineering management, mechanotronics and 
engineering materials. By means of certain system, various models and other teaching 
instruments, students are allowed to practice and be acquainted with various technical fields 
in modern engineering with active thinking. 

This course equips students with some basic knowledge and a general outline of the 
engineering field. Students have access to get a preliminary understanding of materials used 
in engineering, mechanical structure, control methods, manufacturing methods, engineering 
management rules as well as the basic concept in engineering: safety, environmental 
protection, quality, cost, management and economy. This course spreads engineering 
knowledge and inspires students’ curiosity and interest to further study science and 
technology, exploring the mysteries in engineering. 
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Course Military Theory 

Course No. 0916102 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 36 Total Credits 1 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The main thread of this course is national defense education. Through the course of 
military theory, students are instructed to comprehend basic military theory and military 
skills, enhance awareness of national defense and national security, strengthen the concepts of 
patriotism and collectivism, improve the sense of organization and discipline and increase 
comprehensive quality. This course also lays the foundation for reserve forces of People’s 
Liberation Army and China’s future socialist builders. 

This course is given in the fall semester each year and its form is classroom teaching. 
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Course Military Training 

Course No. 0916101 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 3weeks Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The main thread of this course is the national defense education. The military training 
course instructs students to comprehend basic military theory and military skills, enhance 
awareness of national defense and national security, strengthen the concepts of patriotism and 
collectivism, improve the sense of organization and discipline and increase comprehensive 
quality. This course also lays the foundation for reserve forces of People’s Liberation Army 
and China’s future socialist builders. 

This course is given at the beginning of the fall semester of each year and its form is 
group training on the campus. 
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Course Outline of Chinese Modern History 

Course No. 0913129 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Course purpose Since modern times, this course mainly teaches Chinese to resist foreign 
aggression and struggle for national independence, to overthrow the reactionary rule, realize 
the history of the people's liberation. To help students know national history and national 
conditions, understand the history and how the people chose Marxism, chose the leadership of 
the communist party of China, has chosen the socialist road. Understanding under the 
leadership of the communist party of China the great importance of reform, opening up and 
modernization construction, firm the confidence of the road of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics.  

This course is require students to master the development of China's modern history 
context, consciously inherit and carries forward the patriotic tradition; further strengthen 
national self-esteem, self-confidence and pride. Through the analysis of the related history, 
events and characters, to improve the scientific view of history and methodology to analyze 
and evaluate the historical problems, ability to distinguish is history and social development 
direction. 
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Course Ideological and Moral Cultivation and Legal Basic 

Course No. 0913123 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Integrated use of the basic stand, and viewpoint and method of Marxism, in the correct 
outlook on life, values, moral and legal education is the basic content, on the combination of 
theory with practice, and concerned with the practical problems to be faced to the 
contemporary college students scientific persuasive answer, to help college students firmly 
establish a "eight honors, eight disgraces" as main content of the socialism outlook for honor 
and dishonor, to cultivate good ideological and moral qualities and legal quality, to grow for 
the all-round development of qualified builders and reliable successors to the cause of 
socialism, and to lay a solid ideological and moral cultivation and legal culture foundation. 

By learning this course, the college students can be outlook on life, values, ethics, legal 
education, students learn to deal with individual and society, individual and nature, the 
relationship between individuals and legal persons, individual and country, to help college 
students to grow and thrive. 
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Course Introduction to Basic Principle of Marxism 

Course No. 0913111 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Course purpose This course through the student to carry on the system of Marxism 
theory education, to make the students master the basic ideas of dialectical materialism and 
historical materialism, to sets up the correct world outlook, to outlook on life and values, to
cultivate and to improve students' Marxist theory analysis and the solution actual problem 
ability, it is help students to correctly understand the basic law of social development, the 
correct understanding of capitalism and socialism in the process of the development of 
various new situations and new problems, the understanding of socialism replacing capitalism 
the historical inevitability, the firm faith of socialism and communism.  

Teaching basic requirements To help students on the whole grasp of Marxism, to correct 
understanding the basic law of social development.  student can carry on the basic principle 
of Marxism education,  and students to master the scientific world outlook and methodology 
of Marxism, to sets up the Marxism world outlook, the outlook on life and values, to  learn 
to use the Marxist stand, viewpoint and method of question analysis,  students can establish 
socialism and communism ideal and faith, consciously adhere to the party's basic theory, basic 
line, basic program and basic experience, and do the qualified builders and reliable successors 
of socialism, and lay a solid ideological and theoretical basis. 
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Course Probability and Statistics 

Course No. 0911008 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 64 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Probability and Statistics (PS) is a mathematical course, which studies the objective laws 
of the stochastic phenomena. It is one of important basic courses in teaching programs in 
colleges and universities. With the development of science and technology and the people's 
needs to understand the laws of the stochastic phenomena, the methods in Probability and 
Statistics (PS) are now increasingly penetrating into many areas of the natural sciences and 
the social sciences. By learning this course, students will grasp the basic concepts of 
Probability and Statistics (PS), will learn the basic theory and calculation method of the 
probability, and will grasp the more commonly used statistical inference methods. Then it will 
help students cultivate the ability of dealing with stochastic phenomena by the basic ideas and 
methods, and develop the ability of solving practical problems with the thinking methods of 
probability and the tool of statistics. 
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Course Linear Algebra and Analytic Geometry B 

Course No. 0911007 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 64 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Linear Algebra and Analytic Geometry B is a compulsory course for students who major 
in economy and management. 

The basic concepts, methods and theories of this course will lay necessary foundations 
for students to learn further follow-up courses and to work practically. 

It is of great significance that the course will do good to cultivating the students’ abilities 
of abstract thinking, spatial imaginations, logistic deductions, scientific computations, and 
practical problem solving by using mathematical modeling.  

By learning this course, students should grasp the theories and the related basic 
knowledge that is commonly used in the applied sciences, such as matrix methods, system of 
linear equations, and quadratic forms. 

By setting up the experimental teaching links, we can help students cultivate the abilities 
of both the scientific computations and the practical applications. This will lay necessary 
foundations for students to learn follow-up courses and to know how to combine the methods 
of linear algebra with the major of economy and management. 
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Course Database Technology & Applications 

Course No. 0909606 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The database is not only the cornerstone of modern information systems, but also the 
data background of Internet. Database technology is a practical-oriented course with strong 
theoretical and practical, and it is also the product of data processing technology which 
become more mature. Database technology and application is a common computer course for 
the domestic universities, this course would help students to combine their respective 
professional skills and computer information knowledge, to adapt the requirement of study 
and work in the future. Through this course, it can make students to grasp the basic principles 
and concepts of databases and relational databases, to understand the specific methods of 
database design, to grasp the basic operation of the SQL Server 2005 database, to capture the 
preliminary ability of developing database application system, to improve the skills of 
analyzing and solving problems.  

1. Grasp the basic concept of data processing, data model, the database system 
architecture. Understand the composition of database systems and database management 
system.  

2. Grasp the basic theory of relational databases. Including: Relations and mode, the 
mathematical definition of the relation, relational algebra, the conception of normal formulas 
and the standardization of the relations. 

3. Grasp the basic elements of the entity relationship model (ER model ) ; understanding 
the concept of three worlds ; grasp the design method of ER model; grasp the conversion 
method of ER model to relation schema. 

4. Understand the characters and details of database design; grasp the process and 
methods of database design. 

5. Grasp the language, procedures and functions of Delphi; understand the method of 
Delphi 7 to access the database; understand the mode of Delphi 7 to develop Double-layer 
and multi-layer database applications ; grasp the method of creating ODBC data source name 
( DSN ) ; grasp the method of using Database Desktop to create the database.  

6. Grasp the standard language of relational database - SQL language, and its data 
definition, data query and data manipulation language. 

7. Grasp the relational database management system architecture of SQL Server 2005; 
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the management functions of SQL Server 2005; the operation tools and use of SQL Server 
2005. 

8. Understand the database protection technology of SQL Server, including: database 
security, database integrity, database concurrency control and its recovery techniques. 

9. Grasp the method of using BDE components to develop database applications, 
understand the common properties and methods of TTable component, TDataSource 
component and data control components. 

10. Understanding the common properties and methods of the TQuery component. Grasp 
the method of using TQuery component to implement the SQL language and static query 

11. Grasp the general process of developing database system. Improve the ability of 
using Delphi to develop database system (including debugging). 
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Course Econometric 

Course No. 0909602 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 40 Total Credits 2.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Econometrics is one of the modern professional important basic course. It is a branch of 
economics that the qualitative analysis of economic phenomena, based on statistical models 
of how to use stochastic methods to quantitatively describe the relationship between 
characteristics of the application of economic variables.  

By learning econometrics courses the students have a more profound understanding the 
basic concepts of econometrics, theories, methods, so that students have a certain problem 
solving skills.  

What’s more, students should master the basic functions of EViews, to complete a simple 
linear model, multivariate linear model of software implementation. With the establishment 
and application of the ability of econometric models, with further study and application of 
econometric methods and theoretical basis of the model and capacity. 
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Course Operations Research 

Course No. 0909601 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 64 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Operational Research is an important professional basic course, and the main content 
area is to introduce the closely related with a variety of economic management research 
branch. Through this course, students correctly understand the Operations Research 
methodology and grasp the overall optimization of Operations Research ideas and a number 
of quantitative analysis of optimization techniques. It can lay a good foundation to graduated 
students engaged in scientific research design in the future. 

What’s more, through the experiment on the computer students master basic Operations 
Research software QBS, and permit analysis of results. 
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Course Macroeconomics 

Course No. 0909402 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 40 Total Credits 2.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Macroeconomics is a discipline resealing the economic behaviors of a society as a 
whole. Through this course, we want the students to master the basic rules and research 
methods of macroeconomics, to apply the methods to the study of common problems of 
macroeconomics, to analyze and understand the macroeconomic policies correctly. 

The course include some theories, such as GDP, the calculation of GDP, consumption 
and saving, investment and monetary, model of IS-LM, unemployment, inflation, business 
cycle, economic growth, macroeconomic policy.  
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Course Microeconomics 

Course No. 0909401 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 40 Total Credits 2.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Microeconomics has been designed to create a structured yet stimulating environment in 
which to learn fundamental concepts of this fascinating subject. With the microeconomic 
knowledge, that is essential for understanding the forces underlying business and social 
interactions. 

This course aims to introduce students to the problems of microeconomics and to enable 
students to explore the ways in which private and government agent’s deal with them. topics 
in microeconomics include  demand, Supply, and Market Equilibrium , elasticity, household 
behavior and consumer choice, the production process, the Behavior of profit-maximizing 
firms, short-run costs and output decisions, long-run costs and output decisions, complete 
competition, monopoly, oligopoly and monopolistic competition, the labor and Land markets, 
the capital market and the investment decision. 
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Course Principles of Money and Banking 

Course No. 0909301 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 40 Total Credits 2.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Principles of Money and Banking are a theory basic course required by all Economics 
specialties. This course provides students with a solid grasp of the fundamental topics 
traditionally covered in courses on money, banking and financial markets. Accordingly, 
students can make solid theoretical basis for their future work and study. 
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Course Graduation Practice 

Course No. 0909231 Semester-open 8 

Total Hours 6 Total Credits 6 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Graduation practice is the summary link of the whole professional courses. The course 
helps students to use the knowledge they studied, which can be the base of their research and 
management work in the future. Through the course, cultivate students ability of combining 
theory with practice, improve students ability of using the knowledge they studied to analyze 
and solve problems, enhance students social sense of responsibility and comprehensive 
quality. 

 In the course, students is requested to know the main business and process of industrial 
and commercial enterprise. Learn to use the knowledge studied to solving actual problems. 
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Course Courses Integrated Design 

Course No. 0909229 Semester-open 7 

Total Hours 4 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The course begins at the end of all professional theory courses. It is aimed to make 
students use the theories and knowledge studied in the previous courses to analyze and solve 
enterprise actual problems. 

Combine the knowledge of theory and practice to consolidate, deepen and expand the 
knowledge. Know and use the ways of analyzing enterprise management problems. Gain the 
ability of designing and solving actual problems. This course can be the base of the following 
courses and graduation design. 
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Course Graduation Thesis 

Course No. 0909228 Semester-open 8 

Total Hours 10 Total Credits 10 

Brief Introduction to Course 

 Graduation thesis is summary link of the whole study about professional courses. It 
helps students to make good use of previous knowledge to analyze and solve a certain actual 
problems. 

Through the study of this course, students are needed to know the format of 
technological thesis and write a technological thesis skillfully. Get the methods and skills of 
literature searching. Practice students, ability of analyzing and solving problems. 
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Course Financial Accounting 

Course No. 0909219 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Through this course, students is to learn about the accounting process and special 
operations of general business and get familiar with various voucher and original receipts, 
then master the affairs of enterprises, such as  income and profits, accounting basic business 
skills and lay foundations for the further study and jobs concerned with accounting. 
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Course Marketing A 

Course No. 0909218 Semester-open 5 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Marketing is about market concept, management consciousness, marketing strategies and 
methods owned by enterprise management personnel and marketing personnel. Through the 
studying of the course, students can master the basic theory of marketing, marketing planning 
practice, marketing strategy and marketing mix strategy comprehensively and systematically. 
According to peacetime assessment and graduation requirements, students need to write a 
Marketing Planning Book after actual researching. And students have to participate in 
defense, which is required to involve english abstract. 
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Course New Products Development and Management 

Course No. 0909216 Semester-open 7 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The course is based on the core problems of developing new products and manage new 
products to discusses the management problems of developing products. In the course, 
multimedia teaching is used. And some typical reaching cases is involved. Students can get 
improved through the learning and practice. 

The course requests students to get the professional knowledge on the class and knowing 
the relative knowledge from other sides. Through the combination of theoretical teaching and 
case teaching, the students comprehensive quality can be improved. Through the combination 
of international researches and  domestic practice, students ability of creating can be 
improved. 
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Course Management of technological Innovation 

Course No. 0909214 Semester-open 7 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

This course, as one of the major professional courses of MBA, aims to enable students to 
establish the awareness of technological innovation, to focus on the exploration of the 
theoretical background, to acquire the latest developments in technological innovation theory 
and practicality, emphasizing on the theoretical system supporting this course and students 
capabilities to analyze and solve practical problems with the knowledge of technological 
innovation management. 
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Course Enterprise Strategic Management 

Course No. 0909213 Semester-open 5 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Enterprise Strategic Management is an integrated course belonging to management. On 
the base of learning management professional courses, students need to analyze all kinds of 
problems in enterprise strategic systematically in order to design plans of solving problems on 
the whole. 

Students need to master basic theories and analysis methods of strategic management, 
use all kinds of methods of strategic management to analyze, understand strategy formulation, 
strategy implementation, strategy control and their relationship clearly, gain certain ability of 
practice. 
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Course Human Resource Management 

Course No. 0909212 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 56 Total Credits 3.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Human Resource Management is a professional basic course belonging to the major of 
management. Through the studying of the course, master the relative relationship among all 
kinds of units about the knowledge system of human resource management. Know the 
importance of human resource management at the aspects of  enterprises gain or improving 
competitive advantage. Master theory and methods of job analysis. Understand the business 
unit of human resource management. Apply the knowledge and methods learned on the class 
to practice. In the end of the course, students need to submit solutions about human resource 
management system consulting. 
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Course Operations Management 

Course No. 0909211 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

This course aims to teach students to grasp the concepts, effects, main contents, basic 
principles, basic models and essential methods of operation management and develop their 
abilities of using these knowledge. 

The basic requirements of teaching: To develop students abilities of  

1. Self-study 

2. Solving problems with combination of theories and realities. 

3. Flexibility and creativity 

4. teamwork   
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Course Financial Management 

Course No. 0909210 Semester-open 5 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Financial management is a core course, from which the students will learn the basic 
concepts, basic theories and methods of in financial management; how to make decision in 
financing and balancing benefits and risks etc. The students are hoped to gain the capacity to 
integrate theory with practice in dealing with related business, and lay foundations for the 
further study other management courses. 
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Course Management A 

Course No. 0909209 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

As a main course, this course focuses on the basic theories, basic concepts and basic 
methods of management. Through this course, students will get a comprehensive 
understanding of the meaning of basic concepts of management and preliminarily master 
several important ways of management and lay foundation for other professional courses. 
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Course forecasting and decision 

Course No.        0909207 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

forecasting and decision is a compulsory course for basic theory studies. This course 
aims to develop students abilities of analysis and decisions through studying on the 
knowledge of forecasting and decision. This course is also designed to lay the foundation for 
students further studies and work. 

The basic requirements of teaching: to teach students to grasp the general theories, basic 
principles and essential methods of forecasting and decision and equip students with the basic 
practical ability.   
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Course Organizational Behavior 

Course No. 0909206 Semester-open 6 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Organizational Behavior is a major specialized course which focuses on studies on 
individuals psychological and behavioral patterns in an organization and aims to improve 
managers abilities of prediction, guidance and management of members in the organization. 

The basic requirements of teaching: 

1. To know the meaning of Organizational Behavior and understand the important role of 
people play in an organization. 

2. To grasp the general rules of individual, group and organizational behavior and the 
corresponding managing methods. 

3. To improve students abilities of interpersonal skills   
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Course ERP Information System 

Course No. 0909205 Semester-open 6 

Total Hours 64 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

 Through combination of theoretical teaching with practices (under the guidance of 
professors, the students are required to complete the main business of ERP information 
system in teams), the purpose of this course is to cultivate students' abilities of practices under 
the directions of theories, and make students preliminarily master the general business of 
enterprise information management. 
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Course National Defense Industry Enterprise Management 

Course No. 0909204 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

National Defense Industry Enterprise Management connects the national defense with 
the practicalities in the management of industry enterprises, highlighting the characteristics of 
national defense industry enterprises in strategic management, research and development 
management, quality management, marketing management, transnational business 
management. 

After learning this course, several capabilities are expected: 

1. Capable of engaging in national defense industry enterprise management 

2. Capable of engaging in HR of national defense industry enterprises 

3. Capable of engaging in quality management of national defense industry enterprises  

4. Capable of engaging in marketing management of national defense industry 
enterprises  
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Course Economic Laws 

Course No. 0909203 Semester-open 4 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

 Economic Laws is the basic management course and necessary of managers under the 
conditions of marketing economy. This course aims to enable students to understand the basic 
knowledge of economic laws, to master and use the relevant provisions, to get ready for 
engagement in economic management, as well as to solve the practical problems associated 
with the economic laws in the future. Multimedia applied into the teaching practicalities and 
the typical case studies make students fully understand the legal provisions and improve the 
ability to solve practical problems. 
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Course Statistics 

Course No. 0909202 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 40 Total Credits 2.5 

Brief Introduction to Course 

As a basic course of management, Statistics is a course in which students will get a 
comprehensive and systematic approach to the basic theories, basic contents, basic methods of 
modern statistics through the study of statistical data types, main sources, methods of 
investigation, date arrangement, questionnaire design; through the lessons taught on 
computers, and students will preliminarily master the application of statistical software, such 
as SPSS, which will enhance students' abilities to analyze and solve problems and achieve the 
aim of serving economic development. 
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Course Accounting 

Course No. 0909201 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 64 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Accounting is one of the basis management courses. This course aims to enable students 
to master the basic concepts, basic theory, accounting methods of accounting, and to cultivate 
the students' ability to deal with the practical business. 

After learning this course, several aspects are expected: 

1. Mastery in the basic premise of accounting, the general principles and methods of 
Accounting 

2. Mastery in the methods of debit and credit 

3. Mastery in accounting the main economic activities of the enterprise with the methods 
of debit and credit 

4. Mastery in the concept, structure, purpose of the primary financial statements 

5. Mastery in the methods of property inventory and the financial treatment  

6. Mastery in filling and auditing the original documents and vouchers 

7. Mastery in the account classifications with the standard of economic content and 
purpose structure 

8. Mastery in the accounting procedures 
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Course International Economics A 

Course No. 0909101 Semester-open 3 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

This course is a platform class for professionals of economics and management in 
Higher Colleges, consisting of necessary knowledge of economics in the line of international 
economic. Currently, international economics are being paid more and more attention, with 
rapid development, integrating with other disciplines, and promoting each other. The purpose 
of this course are to master the basic theory and methods of international economics, theory of 
international trade, the characteristics and methods of analysis international capital flows, the 
analysis ways of the international economic changes and international economic policy. 
Laying a foundation for further deepening the study and engaging in work related to the 
professionals. 
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Course Specialty Introduction 

Course No. 0909001 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

The course is a basic training before students studying relevant major courses, is a major 
basic course. Major introduction mainly introduces the major quality, the knowledge system, 
the learning content, the learning method. Learning this course can make students understand 
the basic situation of speciality, to clear the main studying task in a certain stage, help to 
improve the studying pertinence and purpose. 
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Course Programming Foundation (C language) 

Course No. 0906011 Semester-open 2 

Total Hours 48 Total Credits 3 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Fundamentals of Programming is a basic course, programing is one kind of important 
ability. Through the learning to enable students: Get the concepts of high-level language. Get 
basic thinkings ,methods and skills in programming. Cultivate the abilities of the students in 
both problem-solving and problem-analysing, as well as the thinkings of problem-processing 
with the help of computer. Get the basic programming ability in problem-solving. Activate 
the students to apply what he or she learnt in this course to other courses. Cultivate the 
students in information and logical thinking.  
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Course Fundamentals of College Computer A 

Course No. 0906001 Semester-open 1 

Total Hours 16 Total Credits 1 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Broaden students’ vision and do the necessary knowledge preparation for the further 
study of courses, which make students consciously refer to and introduce some theory, skills 
and methods of computer science. Expect that they can know how to use the computer, know 
and deal with the possible problems when using it at higher levels. 

1.Computer system components 

2.The basic principles of the network, composition and application 

3.The basic concepts of database Initially 

4.The data structure and operation of related concepts 
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Course Physical Culture 

Course No. 09160(01-04) Semester-open 1-4 

Total Hours 128 Total Credits 4 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Physical culture aims to enhance students’ physical awareness, improve their physical 
ability and promote physical and mental development by means of appropriate physical 
education and scientific exercise. The course helps students to develop the habit of exercise, 
to receive a good moral education and to become all-round talent. Its tasks are as follows. 

1. Guide students to exercise in order to improve fitness and health, to enhance their 
ability to adapt to environment and to promote an all-round development. 

2. Develop students’ awareness of exercise and improve their physical ability. Through 
this course, students are bound to master the basic knowledge about physics, acquire the 
correct sports concepts, grasp basic knowledge about exercise as well as theoretical and 
technical knowledge about several specialized sports and develop the good habit of scientific 
exercise.  

3. Develop students’ moral traits such as patriotism and collectivism. Via establishing 
the correct sportsmanship, this course encourages students to have a positive spirit with 
courage, teamwork, innovation and mettle. 
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Course Situation and policy 

Course No. 09131(36-39) Semester-open 2-5 

Total Hours 32 Total Credits 2 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Course purpose Situation and policy class as an important part of ideological and 
political theory course, student is main channel and position in the education of situation and 
policy. The teaching purpose of this course is for students to focus on the hot issues and 
thought characteristic, to help students recognize the situation both at home and abroad, to 
guide students to full and accurate understanding of the party's line, principles and policies, 
firmly in the road of socialism with Chinese characteristics under the leadership of the 
communist party of China's confidence and determination, to devoted great cause of reform 
and opening up and modernization construction.  

Students are required to grasp the party's basic theory, basic line, basic program and 
basic experience; To recognize the situation of China's reform, opening up and socialist 
modernization construction, to task and achievements; Understand the current status, 
development trend of international situation and international relations and foreign policy in 
our country, to understand the major events in the world and the Chinese government's 
principled stance; On this basis, to set up the Marxism situation, policy, to improve political 
acumen and political discrimination. 
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Course Introduction to Mao Zedong thought and socialist theoretical system with 
Chinese characteristics 

Course No. 09131(27-28) Semester-open 5-6 

Total Hours 96 Total Credits 6 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Course purpose Through learning of this course, the course make students fully and 
accurately grasping the historical process of sanitization of Marxism and its basic rule, 
grasping the formation and development of Chinese Marxism three leap, grasping the 
sanitization of Marxist theoretical system of the three great achievements, to students to learn, 
with the purpose of the sensitization of Marxism.  

Teaching basic requirements: 

1. Through the study of this course, make students understand the three theoretical 
achievements of sanitization of Marxism in guiding Chinese revolution and construction in 
the important historical status and role;  

2. Master of the sanitization of Marxism basic theory and the spiritual essence, help them 
establish scientific socialist beliefs and the common ideal of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics;  

3. Strengthen the party's basic line and basic program of self-consciousness and firmness, 
for the comprehensive construction well-off society and realize socialist modernization to 
make their due contributions. 
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Course College English  

Course No. 09120(01-04) Semester-open 1-4 

Total Hours 224  Total Credits 14 

Brief Introduction to Course 

College English (1-4) is a common basic course of a college curriculum. It is a required 
course for the first and second year non-English major undergraduate students. The course 
focuses on improving the skills of listening, speaking, reading, writing, and translation. The 
teaching contents are theme-based, covering all the aspects including living, studying and 
working etc... According to the differences in the student's ability, the course takes graded 
teaching in small classes, with an aid of multimedia and network in the teaching process. The 
aim of the course is to improve the students' ability of language use, especially the ability of 
listening and speaking, so that they can effectively communicate in English in their future 
jobs and social communication.  
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Course Calculus B 

Course No. 09110(03-04) Semester-open 1,2 

Total Hours 124 Total Credits 8 

Brief Introduction to Course 

Calculus B is an important fundamental theoretical compulsory subject for students of all 
majors in advanced engineering universities. It aims to cultivate special talents of high quality 
for our socialist modernization of the country. 

By learning this course, students should grasp the basic concepts, theories and 
computation skills of functions, limits, continuity, calculus of one-variable functions, 
multi-variable functions, infinite series, ordinary differential equations, and difference 
equations. This will lay the necessary mathematical foundations for students to learn further 
advanced mathematics and follow-up courses. 

By learning the basic concepts of calculus, students will cultivate the abilities of 
computations, analysis and deductions. 

By learning the basic calculus of multi-variable functions, students will strengthen their 
abilities of spatial imaginations. 

Students should be able to use the knowledge they learned to solve several simple 
practical problems, and to strengthen their abilities of problem solving by using the 
knowledge they gained. 
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